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Abstract
Almost universally, forest inventory and monitoring databases are incomplete, ranging from missing data for only a few
records and a few variables, common for small land areas, to missing data for many observations and many variables,
common for large land areas. For a wide variety of applications, nearest neighbor (NN) imputation methods have been
developed to fill in observations of variables that are missing on some records (Y-variables), using related variables that are
available for all records (X-variables). This review attempts to summarize the advantages and weaknesses of NN imputation
methods and to give an overview of the NN approaches that have most commonly been used. It also discusses some of the
challenges of NN imputation methods. The inclusion of NN imputation methods into standard software packages and the
use of consistent notation may improve further development of NN imputation methods. Using X-variables from different
data sources provides promising results, but raises the issue of spatial and temporal registration errors. Quantitative
measures of the contribution of individual X-variables to the accuracy of imputing the Y-variables are needed. In addition,
further research is warranted to verify statistical properties, modify methods to improve statistical properties, and provide
variance estimators.

Keywords: Consistent notation, forest measurements, input data for forest planning, nearest neighbor imputation, registration
error, sources of X-variables.

Introduction
Planning for sustainable forests has increased the
demand for information. Management decisions are
rarely based on single objectives, and hence, managing forested landscapes requires information to
support several forest management goals such as
timber production, wildlife habitat, fire hazard
mitigation, biodiversity and carbon balance
(Temesgen et al., 2007). Timely and accurate
information about the entire forest resource is
needed. In order to estimate forest characteristics
of large areas at a more reasonable cost, nearest
neighbor (NN) imputation approaches have been
developed that use spatially comprehensive, inexpen-

sive data that are available for all units, along with
expensive, sparse data that are only available on a
sample of units to provide detailed information for
every unit in the forest management area.
Imputation is a procedure that is used to fill in
missing values by using substitutes. These substitutes can be constructed with the aid of a statistical
prediction mechanism such as a regression model,
they can be values that have been observed for
records that have similar characteristics as the
missing records (e.g. NN imputation) or they can
be values that were constructed by expert knowledge
(Särndal & Lundström, 2005).
Regression is commonly used in forestry to fill
in missing values (e.g. missing heights for some
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trees in the database). Mean imputation and ratio
imputation are special cases of regression (Särndal &
Lundström, 2005). Regression distorts the marginal
distributions and measures of covariation of the
completed data set, which is especially troubling
when the tails of the distribution or standard errors
of the estimates are being examined (Little & Rubin,
2002). Regression can make use of many continuous
and categorical variables. However, its performance
is sensitive to model misspecifications. If the regression model is not accurate, the resulting estimates
will be poor.
NN imputation approaches are donor-based
methods where the imputed value is either a value
that was actually measured for another record in a
database or the average of measured values from
more than one record. These donors can be determined in a variety of ways. In the context of forestry
data, forest attributes that are measured on all units
of the population are referred to as X-variables. The
Y-variables are those forest attributes that are only
measured on a sample of units. Usually, the
Y-variables are more expensive to measure and
sparse, whereas the X-variables are less expensive
and spatially comprehensive. Database records with
measured X- and Y-variables are called reference
records and target records are those that only have
X-variables measured. Missing values of X-variables
are not allowed in the sets of target or reference
records and missing values of Y-variables are not
allowed in the set of reference records (Crookston &
Finley, 2008). The idea that motivates NN imputation methods is that two records whose X-values are
similar should also have Y-values that are similar
(Särndal & Lundström, 2005).
For forest inventory applications, often a large
number of units in a forest area are missing values for
some variables that may be critical to management
planning. The first forest inventory applications of
NN methods based on remotely sensed data were
presented by Kilkki and Päivinen (1987). Since then,
NN methods using remotely sensed data have been
widely used for forest inventory databases, most
notably for the Finnish national forest inventory
(Tomppo, 1991). In these applications, remotely
sensed data were used to provide X-variables for
every unit in the landbase. For a subset of units, the
Y-variables, often measured on ground plots, are also
available. NN imputation methods are used to
impute vectors of Y-variables to database records
missing these variables. The widespread availability
of satellite and other remotely sensed imagery as a
source of X-variables has increased the relevance of
imputation methods.
NN imputation techniques use either one single
neighbor (k 1) as donor for the missing Y-variables

of the target records (e.g. Moeur & Stage, 1995) or a
simple or a weighted average of k 1 near neighbors
to fill in the missing Y-variables (e.g. Korhonen &
Kangas, 1997; Maltamo & Kangas, 1998). The
weights are chosen to reflect the degree of similarity
in the X-variables between the ith target record and
jth reference record. For example, the inverse of the
distance metric that indicates similarity in the
X-variables between target and reference records
could be used to weight the averages (LeMay &
Temesgen, 2005a). However, the choice of the
weight function can also be guided by subject
knowledge, prior beliefs, ecology, spatial distance
and statistical considerations (Köhl et al., 2006).
NN imputation methods are non-parametric or
distribution-free in that they do not rely on any
underlying probability distribution for estimation
(Everitt, 1998). Since NN imputation techniques
can be used to estimate more than one Y-variable at
once, they are multivariate methods. For example,
LeMay and Temesgen (2005a) estimated basal area
and stems per hectare using aerial auxiliary variables. In another study, Temesgen et al. (2003)
imputed trees sizes and stems per hectare for seven
tree species from aerial attributes of complex stands
in south-eastern British Columbia. NN imputation
methods have also been used to estimate the type
and frequency of regeneration (Hassani et al.,
2004), the number of snags and cavity trees
(Temesgen et al., 2008; Eskelson, 2008), and status
and change of forest attributes from paneled inventory data (Eskelson, 2008).
While NN imputation methods are an active area
of research, a comprehensive review of the approaches used in forestry for filling in missing data
and a discussion of their advantages and weaknesses
are lacking. Potential users of NN imputation
methods might prefer the use of regression techniques to NN imputation methods owing to voluminous literature on regression techniques and their
ease of application. The intention of this review is to
point out the advantages and weaknesses of NN
imputation methods for filling forestry databases and
to motivate additional research and improvements of
these methods. The main objectives are to provide
an overview of the variety of methods that have been
used for this purpose, and list obstacles that await
NN imputation researchers and users.
Advantages of nearest neighbor methods
for imputation
In a forest inventory context, missing data can occur
where a few inventory plots out of the sample could
not be measured owing to, for example, hazardous or
environmental conditions, shortage of resources and
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time, or lack of access to privately owned lands
(McRoberts, 2003). The easiest way to deal with
missing data is to delete all observations with missing
data and analyze the remaining data as a complete
data set. This is known as complete-case analysis
(Little & Rubin, 2002). Simplicity and comparability
of univariate statistics are the advantages of complete-case analysis. However, this approach reduces
the sample size and results in loss of information due
to discarding incomplete cases. This can cause loss
of precision and potentially bias when the complete
cases are not a random sample of the population
(Little & Rubin, 2002). Instead, imputation methods can be used to supply missing observations to
complete a data set. When the resulting data set is
used for analysis, all available information is used
and no loss of information occurs.
Another common use of imputation methods in
forest inventory occurs when variables of critical
interest to forest management are very expensive to
measure and are only available for a subset of units in
the forest land areas. For example, volume or
biomass per hectare, tree-size distributions and other
variables are measured via very expensive ground
sampling. However, remotely sensed information
that is related to the variables of interest can be
less costly to acquire and may be available at all
locations. Imputation is therefore used to associate
expensive but sparse data with inexpensive and
spatially comprehensive data to obtain more accurate estimates of critical information.
One of the major advantages of NN imputation
methods is that they retain the complex variance
covariance structure and natural variation of the Yvariables as long as k 1 (Moeur & Stage, 1995;
Ek et al., 1997; Korhonen & Kangas, 1997; Holmström & Fransson, 2003; McRoberts, 2009). In
regression approaches, in contrast, Y-variables are
often estimated separately, which may lead to
estimates with unreasonable relationships and a
variancecovariance structure that differs greatly
from the original field data (Moeur & Stage, 1995;
Tuominen et al., 2003). When variables are estimated separately, the dependence structure among
the Y-variables is generally lost (Tomppo et al.,
2008). Hence, the multivariate aspect of the NN
methods is crucial, especially for inventory applications where information on multiple stand attributes
is frequently required for stand management decisions (McRoberts, 2008). As long as a single
neighbor (k1) is used as a donor, illogical relationships among imputed attributes are impossible, and
the relationships of the imputed Y-variables will
always be within the bounds of biological reality
(Moeur & Stage, 1995; LeMay & Temesgen,
2005a). For example, density (trees per unit area)
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and average tree size are related, and there are
certain combinations of density and average tree
size that do not occur in nature. NN imputation
using a single neighbor will always result in values for
imputed records that retain the logical relationship
between density and tree size, because these values
are imputed from another record with observed
values.
Misspecified regression models or the use of
models outside the range of the modeling data may
result in unreasonable estimates. In NN imputation
methods, the magnitude of the most extreme estimate is limited to the most extreme reference
observation. Therefore, NN imputation methods
using k 1 do not extrapolate outside the range of
sampled conditions (e.g. no high elevation stand in
the field sample) (Moeur & Stage, 1995). NN
imputation methods behave more like regression as
k increases, however. In NN imputation, the only
assumption is that the X-variables have a strong
relationship to the Y-variables and can therefore be
used to impute missing Y-variables. NN imputation
can employ X-variables without a complete knowledge of the complicated relationships between
X- and Y-variables (Fehrmann et al., 2008).
As noted, NN imputation methods are non-parametric. Temesgen et al. (2003) asserted that nonparametric NN imputation methods may provide
better estimates of tree-lists for complex stands with
multiple species and a wide variety of tree sizes. The
diameter distributions for these stands tend to be
multimodal, and are not easily represented by probability distributions.

Types of nearest neighbor imputation methods
used in forestry
Distance metrics
NN imputation methods use different distance
metrics to determine the similarity between target
and reference records. Typically, the distance metrics are based on absolute differences, Euclidean or
Mahalanobis distance functions (Maltamo et al.,
2003). Absolute differences are calculated as:
dij 

p
X

cl jxil xjl j

(1)

l1

where xil is the value of the X-variable l for target
record i, xjl is the value of the X-variable l for
reference record j, p is the number of X-variables,
and cl is the coefficient for variable xl. The distance
metrics most widely used for NN imputation are of
the quadratic form (Stage & Crookston, 2007):
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dij2 (xi xj )W (xi xj )?

(2)

where xi is the (1  p) vector of x-variables for the
ith target record, xj is the (1  p) vector of xvariables for the jth reference record, and W is a
( p  p) symmetric matrix of weights.
For the squared Euclidean distance the weight
matrix, W, is the diagonal identity matrix, giving equal
weight to each X-variable. The squared Euclidean
distance gives more emphasis to larger differences
than the absolute difference distance (eq. 1) because
the differences are squared (LeMay & Temesgen,
2005a). The Mahalanobis distance is produced by
using the inverse covariance matrix of the X-variables
for W (Stage & Crookston, 2007). In the most similar
neighbor (MSN) procedure (Moeur & Stage, 1995),
W is derived from canonical correlation analysis. The
relationships between X- and Y-variables are used and
stronger correlations result in higher weights for a
particular X (LeMay & Temesgen, 2005a). Moeur
and Stage (1995) derived W from canonical correlation analysis, while Ohmann and Gregory (2002)
derived W from canonical correspondence analysis
for their gradient nearest neighbor (GNN) procedure. Some other distance metrics used are a modified Minkowski distance (Fehrmann et al., 2008), a
regression transform distance (Holmström et al.,
2001), fuzzy distance (Maselli, 2001; Chirici et al.,
2008), a distance modified by a multiple regression
method (Maselli et al., 2005; Chirici et al., 2008) and
a distance modified by the use of non-parametric
weights (Maselli et al., 2005; Chirici et al., 2008). In
addition to these distance metrics, Crookston and
Finley (2008) used a proximity matrix obtained from
multiple classification and regression trees (see e.g.
Breiman, 2001, for details) in their ‘‘randomForest’’
method to determine the similarity between target
and reference records.
Stage and Crookston (2002) found that the
addition of the linear correlations between the
Y- and X-variables does not always alter the selection
of neighbors and, therefore, may not improve the
precision of imputed values. Including linear correlations in the imputation process when there is a
perfect unknown, but non-linear, relationship between X- and Y-variables would degrade the
matches. However, a good match on the X-variables
results in a good match on the Y-variables if the
relationship between X- and Y-variables is strong.
The results depend on the strength of the relationship between X- and Y-variables, but may be
confounded by the choice of the distance metric
and the proportion of reference records with full
information (LeMay & Temesgen, 2005a; Temesgen
et al., 2008). The choice of a particular distance

metric may depend on the relation of the Y-variables
to the X-variables (Stage & Crookston, 2002, 2007).
Although many applications of NN imputation
focus on the use of continuous variables, categorical
variables can also be used as X-variables. Crookston
et al. (2002) and Maltamo et al. (2006) created
dummy variables for categorical data. For imputations using categorical variables or a mixture of
continuous and categorical variables, LeMay and
Temesgen (2005a) suggested using the City Block
distance (Dillon & Goldstein, 1984) by enumerating
the number of matches for class data or the generalized distance for discrete variables (Kurczynski,
1970). In the ‘‘randomForest’’ method (Crookston
& Finley, 2008), the variables can be a mixture of
continuous and categorical variables.
The distance metric used in the MSN procedure
can be locally adapted to improve regional and local
imputation results. Local adaption can be performed
by first using the distance metric of the MSN
procedure to select the local neighborhood and
then using this local neighborhood to calculate a
new weight matrix W. The final imputation is then
performed by using the local W and local reference
data. Another way to perform local adaption is to
select a combination of neighbors from the neighborhood where the average of the X-variables is closest
to the target record X-variables (Maltamo et al.,
2003; Malinen, 2003).
Number of neighbors (k)
LeMay and Temesgen (2005a) compared the use of
the nearest neighbor, the average of three near
neighbors and the distance-weighted average of three
near neighbors. They found that the estimates may
not be within the bounds of reality if more than one
neighbor is used. All variability that exists in the
observations is preserved when k 1, whereas k  1
results in smoothing, since estimates are based on
averages of multiple observations (McRoberts et al.,
2002).
With small k values, NN methods may produce
results that are less accurate than using the mean
over all observations for every prediction (McRoberts
et al., 2002). The accuracy of the estimates improves
with increasing k to an optimal choice of k. When a
large number of reference records is available in
the database, larger values of k can be applied
(Tuominen et al., 2003; LeMay & Temesgen,
2005a). However, the estimation precision for extreme values of Y-variables increases with an increase
in k (McRoberts et al., 2002). This is known as the
classic bias/variance dilemma, which complicates the
use of non-parametric methods (Malinen, 2003).

Nearest neighbor imputation methods in forestry
The optimal choice of k, the distance metric
including weights, and X-variables is difficult to
determine (LeMay & Temesgen, 2005a). Muinonen
et al. (2001) found that increasing the number of
similar neighbors beyond k 3 did not improve the
accuracy. In other studies for imputation of tree-level
variables, the optimal k was found to be larger than
10 (Sironen et al., 2001, 2003), because of a large
number of available reference records. The best
combination depends on the problem and the
available data (Malinen, 2003) and the optimal
value for k is a trade-off between the accuracy of
the estimates and the variation that is retained in the
estimates (McRoberts et al., 2002; Tuominen et al.,
2003). The strength of the relationship between the
X- and Y-variables inversely affects the optimal value
of k, with weaker relationships resulting in larger
k values. McRoberts et al. (2002) suggested using an
objective criterion for choosing k. Malinen (2003)
found the optimal value of k that minimizes the root
mean square error of certain characteristics could be
determined, and Tomppo and Halme (2004) developed an algorithm to determine the optimal weights.
Potential sources and choice of X-variables
The X-variables can come from easily measured
ground variables (e.g. Ek et al., 1997; Korhonen &
Kangas, 1997; Hanus et al., 1998; Hassani et al.,
2004), remotely sensed data (e.g. McRoberts et al.,
2002, 2006; Holmström & Fransson, 2003; Tomppo
et al., 2008; McRoberts, 2008), existing stand
records such as age, site index, silvicultural stand
history data, terrain data (i.e. slope, aspect, elevation) (e.g. Temesgen et al., 2003), environmental
data (Ohmann & Gregory, 2002; Holmström &
Fransson, 2003) or combinations of data sources
(e.g. Hudak et al., 2002, 2008a; LeMay et al., 2008;
Packalén & Maltamo, 2008). The use of visually
interpreted aerial photograph data was found to be
superior to the use of digital aerial photograph
features by Tuominen et al. (2003).
The resolution of the X-variables in terms of
spatial extent varies for each medium. Photographs
are often very detailed, but then frequently are
reduced to polygons (e.g. stands) via interpretation
of the images. For other remotely sensed media,
often the data are gathered by pixel, and pixel size
varies with type of remotely sensed imagery and with
wavelength. Ground data are often gathered in plots,
where the spatial extent is the plot size. The use of
these different sizes of reference records in imputation affects the spatial resolutions of the imputed
data. For example, imputing field data to each pixel
of Landsat data provides a spatially continuous set of
grid data (e.g. McRoberts et al., 2002; Ohmann &
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Gregory, 2002). Alternatively, using interpreted
photographs, field data are imputed to polygons to
provide a spatially continuous set of vector data (e.g.
Moeur & Stage, 1995; LeMay & Temesgen, 2005a).
Detailed reference plot information can be imputed
to target plots lacking detailed information (e.g.
McRoberts, 2001; Hassani et al., 2004) which, if
spatially represented, would most typically be shown
as discontinuous areas.
A fairly recent remote sensing technology with
rapidly emerging utility for forestry applications is
light detection and ranging (lidar) (Næsset et al.,
2004; Reutebuch et al., 2005). Lidar systems have the
ability to measure directly the three-dimensional
structure of imaged areas. Subsequent processing
of the three-dimensional lidar point clouds can be
used to separate biophysical data (measurements
of aboveground vegetation) from geophysical data
(measurements of the terrain surface) (Evans &
Hudak, 2007). Thus, accurate measures of both
ground height and canopy height can be derived, as
well as useful information on the intervening canopy
layers (Reutebuch et al., 2005; Hudak et al., 2006).
The potential of lidar data for predicting fundamental
forest attributes such as plot-level basal area and
tree density has been demonstrated using multiple
linear regression (Hudak et al., 2006) and imputation
approaches (Hudak et al., 2008b). Volume of forest
stands has successfully been estimated with lidarassisted ratio estimation (Corona & Fattorini, 2008)
and NN imputation methods (Maltamo et al., 2006).
Using independent stand inventory data, Hudak et al.
(2008a) reported that imputation methods resulted in
smaller average differences between observed and
imputed values than those found using regression
models.
Recognizing that different remotely sensed technologies sense different aspects of forest structure
and that no single technology can provide all useful
and relevant information, the integration of data
from different remote sensors is worthwhile (Hudak
et al., 2002; LeMay et al., 2008). Landsat imagery is
useful for characterizing the spatial extent and
seasonal phenology of forest stands across a landscape, but is less sensitive to canopy height variation.
Lidar accurately measures canopy height, but
usually has much more limited coverage and is
relatively insensitive to vegetation phenology. Polygon imputation has been commonly applied in forest
management, in part owing to the inability of 30 m
Landsat image pixels to capture canopy structure
variation at a finer scale. The high spatial density of
lidar data allows the variable structure of forest
canopies to be mapped within polygons, improving
estimates of within-stand heterogeneity.
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As well as a variety of X-variables and their
transformations (Temesgen et al., 2008), the ranges
for the X- and Y-variables will affect imputation
accuracy. The reference records must be well distributed over the ranges of variability in X-variables
for efficient and unbiased NN imputation. Because
NN imputation methods neither extrapolate values
outside the range of the reference data (Moeur &
Stage, 1995; Holmström & Fransson, 2003) nor
interpolate when k 1 (Crookston et al., 2002,
p. 24), the set of reference records needs to consist
of a representative sample that covers the complete
joint ranges of values of the X-variables without large
gaps. For details see McRoberts (2009). If there are
several Y-variables or ‘‘rare’’ target records that are
not represented in the reference records, then a good
match will not be possible (McRoberts et al., 2002;
Temesgen et al., 2003). The required sampling
proportion differs based on the complexity of stands
(Hassani et al., 2004; LeMay & Temesgen, 2005a).
Canonical correlation analysis, used in the MSN
procedure, requires that the relationships between
Y- and X-variables collectively can be described by a
linear combination and correlations among the
linear combinations of X- and Y-variables need to
be known. Hence, the choice of variables and
adequate transformations are important. Maltamo
et al. (2003) used second powers of some independent variables that resulted in more linear relationships to improve the results. This may give biased
results if transformations only create a small window
with a linear relationship (Korhonen & Kangas,
1997). The X-variable selection algorithms presented by Maltamo et al. (2006) and Packalén and
Maltamo (2007) include tests of each X-variable as
well as the transformations ln(x), sqrt(x), x2 and
inv(x) to find transformations that best improve the
relationship between X- and Y-variables.
The choice of X-variables depends on the information that is available and on the variables related
to the Y-variables (LeMay & Temesgen, 2005a).
Increasing the number of X-variables does not
guarantee improvement in the estimation results
(McRoberts et al., 2002). As the number of
X-variables increases, it becomes increasingly difficult to find relevant neighbors (Maltamo et al.,
2006). The selection of an appropriate set of Xvariables has been found to be a very laborious and
time-consuming task and should therefore be automated (Maltamo et al., 2006; Packalén & Maltamo,
2006). Packalén and Maltamo (2007) presented a
heuristic X-variable selection algorithm that minimizes the weighted average of relative root mean
square errors. The weight matrix W (see eq. 2)
defines the number and choice of X-variables.
Tomppo and Halme (2004) used a genetic algorithm

to select optimal weights of the X-variables for
predicting continuous forest attribute variables.
Tomppo et al. (2009) modified the genetic algorithm
to optimize the weights of the X-variables for
predicting categorical variables. Walter et al. (2008)
presented a non-linear optimization routine that
converges on values for W that minimizes the root
mean square error.
Critical challenges for imputation methods
Forest resource managers in all parts of the world are
faced with a myriad of increasingly complex decision
problems. The intensity of these problems is compounded by missing or inadequate data. As a result,
developing, testing and improving NN methods are
active areas of current research. In the authors’ view,
the most critical challenges for imputation methods
and areas that warrant further research or need to be
clarified to improve and facilitate NN applications in
forest planning and management include:
. developing consistent notation
. evaluating statistical properties and recommending new estimators, including variance
estimators
. evaluating and improving imputation accuracy
. combining data sources.
This list of challenges is not exhaustive. For example, the use of NN imputation techniques for either
design-based or model-based inference, the need for
efficient techniques, small area applications, and the
need for developing flexible and comprehensive tools
to visualize imputation results are not specifically
discussed in this article.
Consistent notation
The choice of X- and Y-variables, the distance
metric and k contribute to the imputation error
(Stage & Crookston, 2007). Differences in data
structure, selection of Y-variables and availability of
X-variables suggest that no single choice of distance
metric, X- and Y-variables and k gives the best
results for all applications. Hence, these choices
must be determined on a case-by-case basis. Consistent notation and methods to evaluate results of
the imputation would help in making these choices.
Currently, the notation for imputation is not
consistent among scientists and practitioners. For
example, NN imputation methods are referred to as
‘‘near-neighbor’’ methods (Stage & Crookston,
2007), ‘‘nearest-neighbor’’ methods (e.g. Fehrmann
et al., 2008; Sironen et al., 2008), ‘‘non-parametric
regression’’ (Altman, 1992) and ‘‘k-NN regression’’
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or ‘‘NN regression’’ (Korhonen & Kangas, 1997;
Tommola et al., 1999; Maltamo & Eerikäinen,
2001). The reference data set is also called training
data set (e.g. Fehrmann et al., 2008) and the distance
metric is sometimes referred to as the similarity
function (e.g. Malinen, 2003). The X-variables are
also called predictor variables (Hudak et al., 2008b),
explanatory variables (Ohmann & Gregory, 2002;
Fehrmann et al., 2008), independent variables
(Korhonen & Kangas, 1997; Maltamo et al., 2003),
carrier data (Holmström et al., 2001; Barth et al.,
2009) or indicator attributes (Moeur & Stage, 1995).
Chirici et al. (2008) referred to X-variables derived
from remotely sensed data as feature space variables
and to those X-variables that were not derived
from remotely sensed data as ancillary variables.
The Y-variables are also referred to as dependent
variables (Korhonen & Kangas, 1997; Maltamo
et al., 2003) and design attributes (Moeur & Stage,
1995).
While some of the mentioned inconsistencies
appear minor, they can result in confusion in
communicating and comparing methods and results.
Some terminology, for example the use of independent and dependent variables or the term ‘‘NN
regression’’, may make it difficult to distinguish
between regression and NN imputation methods.
To advance imputation methods and communicate
effectively, especially with practitioners who might
not be very familiar with the ongoing research and
terminology, a common vocabulary for different
imputation methods and approaches is needed.
Statistical properties and new estimators
The statistical foundation for imputation methods is
not well developed. In general, estimation techniques are chosen based on statistical properties such
as unbiasedness, consistency and efficiency. These
properties are not well understood for NN imputation. In addition, new estimators are being proposed
that will alter these properties in the future.
The biasedness of the NN estimators has been
considered as the most serious drawback of NN
methods by some authors (Korhonen & Kangas,
1997), which may make it hard to justify the use of
NN imputation over traditional regression techniques. Non-parametric methods tend to be highly
biased at the edge of the data cloud because targets
will likely be paired with a more central point owing
to the asymmetric neighborhood (McRoberts et al.,
2002). Extremely small values and extremely high
values will be overestimated and underestimated,
respectively, if the reference data do not cover the
whole range of variability (Packalén & Maltamo,
2007). Bias can also be a problem in the interior
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of the data cloud if the X-variables are nonuniformly distributed (Maltamo et al., 2003; Stage
& Crookston, 2007). Also, since the estimates of
parameters do not necessarily approach their true
values with an increase in size of the reference data
set, NN methods are not statistically consistent
(Maltamo & Kangas, 1998).
For forest inventory applications, it is important to
be familiar with the mechanism that led to missing
data since this may affect the range of variability in
the reference data set. If the probability of missing
records is unrelated to any measured or unmeasured
characteristic, then the data are missing completely
at random (Little & Rubin, 2002). Reference data
are likely to include wide ranges of Y- and
X-variables. However, in the case of missing ground
plot information, missing data may be a result of
access issues, such as steep terrain. Since Y- and
X-variables for those ground plots may be quite
different, they may be well outside the ranges of
Y- and X-variables in the reference data set, resulting
in poorer imputation results.
Some very recent papers have recommended new
estimators. McRoberts et al. (2007) suggested a
variance estimator for area of interest estimates
obtained from NN imputation that incorporates
spatial correlation. Magnussen et al. (2009) presented model-based estimators of the uncertainty of
pixel-level and areal NN predictions, while Baffetta
et al. (2009) recommended the use of a design-based
approach to derive the statistical properties of the
NN estimators. These represent the first attempts to
derive estimates of precision for NN methods and,
hence, further investigations are warranted.
Accuracy evaluation and improvements
One of the most critical challenges with imputation
methods in forestry is that they often have been
used to develop data sets that are of interest to
resource specialists not directly involved in filling
the missing data. In these situations, there is a risk
that users of imputed data will not understand the
sources and level of error in the data. This problem
is exacerbated because the imputed data are often of
high resolution and detail, potentially leading third
parties to misunderstand appropriate uses for the
data. Estimation of uncertainty associated with
imputation is necessary for understanding appropriate uses.
For users, it is important to know that the errors
from imputation differ from those of regressionbased estimates, in that imputation includes different error components (Stage & Crookston, 2007).
To maximize imputation accuracy, it is crucial to
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understand the sources of errors in imputation,
which include:
. measurement errors in the Y-variables (e.g.
species identification errors in ground plots) as
with regression analysis, which is controllable
and should be minimized;
. pure error as with regression analysis, which
depends on the choice of X- and Y-variables as
well as the choice of useful transformations that
can improve the representation of the relationship between X- and Y-variables (Temesgen
et al., 2008). Pure error arises, for example,
when X-variables that would improve the imputation are omitted or when there is a lack
of accurate registration between the locations of
Y-variables and X-variables;
. the availability and similarity of reference records to target records, affecting their applicability as donor records;
. the choice of k and their relative weights (Stage
& Crookston, 2007).
Other important sources of imputation errors in
forestry applications are temporal registration errors
resulting from differences in times of measurement
of the X- and Y-variables, spatial registration errors
resulting from inaccurate spatial matching of measures for Y- and X-variables, and spatial resolution
errors error due to different spatial extents for
measures of the X- and Y-variables. For example,
X-variables may be measured on a pixel that does
not match in size to the ground plot on which the
Y-variables are measured.
To determine whether a given imputation method
provides satisfactory results in filling databases,
information is needed concerning how accurate the
imputation needs to be, how well the dependencies
of Y-variables need to be maintained, and how well
key aspects of the environment need to be captured.
However, these are among the most poorly quantified issues in using NN imputation in forestry, and
the required accuracy may differ between users.
Despite the need to quantify the uncertainty of
predicted values, a good measure of uncertainty
(goodness of imputation estimate) is still lacking.
Stage and Crookston (2007) used root mean square
error, which they termed mean square difference to
emphasize the unique error properties of this
statistic, to measure how well the imputations match
for reference records. McRoberts (2009) pointed
out that root mean squared error may not be a good
measure of accuracy when Y-variables have heteroscedacity variances around the X-variables. However, for a single, continuous Y-variable, he
proposed graphical tools to evaluate issues of bias,

homoscedasticity, influential observations, outliers
and extrapolations. The development of diagnostic
tools for multiple continuous variables and for
categorical variables for NN techniques is still
warranted. An approach that uses a model of the
X-variable space variogram to quantify prediction
uncertainty was proposed by Kim and Tomppo
(2006), but is computationally demanding. Relevant
accuracy statistics for assessing the quality of predictions of categorical variables are still lacking
(Tomppo et al., 2009).
The exploration of alternative imputation approaches is made easier by providing consistent
measures of the quality of imputation (Stage &
Crookston, 2002). Useful techniques for diagnosing
whether one distance metric performs better than
another are discussed in Crookston and Finley
(2008). The inclusion of NN imputation methods
into standard software packages could facilitate the
comparison of different NN approaches. The recently developed yaImpute R package (Crookston &
Finley, 2008) is an example of such an endeavor.
One possibility to enhance imputation performance is to use a locally adaptable MSN method
(Malinen, 2003; Maltamo et al., 2003). Localization
can also be achieved by using spatial coordinates as
X-variables or by restricting the selection of neighbors to a circular area around the target unit
(Sironen et al., 2008). Barth et al. (2009) developed
a method that maintains what they termed ‘‘spatial
consistency’’, where natural variability within a
local area is maintained. They argued that spatial
consistency has become more important, since
comparisons among alternative forest management
scenarios have become more spatially explicit.
Combining data sources
Integration of multiple data sources and advanced
technology is critical in meeting contemporary
requirements for monitoring, assessment and resource analysis. This integration needs to include
spatial and temporal information to describe and
interpret vegetation layers, to detect changes and
trends.
More often, NN imputation methods combine
multiple sources of X-variables that match variables
at multiple scales. Ground data from both overstory
and understory vegetation need to be connected to
remote sensing data such as aerial photography, lidar
or satellite data as well as other sources of X-variables.
Ground location errors between the paired Y- and
X-variable records contribute to the pure error that is
part of the imputation error (Stage & Crookston,
2007). Since matching of ground-measured and
remotely sensed data is complicated by difficulties
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in obtaining accurate locations on each data source
and errors in spatial positioning (LeMay & Temesgen,
2005b), the spatial registration errors between data
sources will be increased as more and more data
sources are combined. Care should be taken that the
different data sources are obtained at approximately
the same time (Packalén & Maltamo, 2007) in order
to reduce temporal error. The need to quantify the
thematic and spatial accuracy of imputation techniques at various spatial and temporal scales will persist,
towards the goal of minimizing co-registration errors
between independent data sets.
Estimation accuracy has been found to improve
when X-variables from a number of different sources
have been used (e.g. Holmström & Fransson, 2003;
Tuominen et al., 2003). Combining X-variables
derived from lidar and aerial photographs improved
the estimation of species-specific stand attributes in
terms of accuracy when evaluated at the plot level
(Maltamo et al., 2006; Packalén & Maltamo, 2007).
However, a straightforward way of relating the
contribution of an individual X-variable or a group
of X-variables to the accuracy of the outcome is still
lacking (Packalén & Maltamo, 2007).
The spatial extent of each record for the Xvariables can be plot, pixel or polygon. Where the
X-variables represent measures of spatially contiguous pixels or polygons for complete coverage of the
forest area, imputation of the Y-variables for all
records results in a spatially comprehensive data set
that can be used to create maps of any attribute that
can be created from either the X- or Y-variables. In
forestry applications, field plot measures (i.e. ground
measures) are often used to obtain the Y-variables.
Conversely, where X-variables represent plots or
only a subset of polygons and not a spatially
contiguous data set, imputation is not intended for
mapping purposes. Instead, plot-level imputation is
used to fill in missing values for some variables in
plots or to update inventory information to a
common temporal reference and does not result in
a spatially comprehensive data set. Spatial mismatches between X- and Y-variables are a problem
in imputation, regardless of whether or not the Xvariables represent a spatially contiguous set of data,
as the spatial extents represented by X-variables
often differ substantially in shape and size from field
plots that are often used to provide the Y-variables.
A detailed comparison of imputation using Xvariables at the pixel, polygon or plot spatial extent is
still lacking. One important question is whether each
of the imputation error sources (listed above, in the
section Accuracy evaluation and improvements) contributes the same amount of error depending upon
this spatial extent. Spatial registration errors between
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Y- and X-variables increase the pure error (Stage &
Crookston, 2007), and may differ.
Conclusions
The problem of missing data is ubiquitous in forest
inventory, monitoring and planning. NN imputation
methods are increasingly being used for a wide
variety of applications by combining spatially comprehensive data for the entire forested area with
detailed information from a sample of stands, and
are also being used to fill in missing variables at a
plot or polygon level. When the purpose of imputation is to evaluate management options, it is important to preserve the complex relationships
between the forest attributes being imputed. It is
also important that the range of variability in each
forest attribute of interest be represented across the
management region.
The NN imputation methods currently applied in
forestry practice differ in their choice of distance
metrics, the number of nearest neighbors and their
relative weights, potential sources of X-variables,
and the level and scope of imputation. Automated
approaches for choosing the number of nearest
neighbors and the most appropriate set of Xvariables need to be improved.
To take advantage of different technologies, the
current trend is to use X-variables that were derived
from different sources, e.g. aerial photographs,
satellite data, lidar and stand records. This can
cause additional error in spatial and temporal
registration. Methods to minimize registration error
and to relate the contribution of individual Xvariables or groups of X-variables need to be
developed.
NN imputation methods have a role in improving
stochastic approaches and in validating assumptions
used in forest planning, and help to meet forest
management challenges at a range of spatial scales.
Increasing the understanding of their strengths and
weaknesses will help to ensure appropriate use.
Further development and use of NN methods call
for inclusion of these methods in standard software
packages that make available common methods for
defining and measuring the accuracy of the imputation results. Moreover, further research is warranted
to mitigate the bias associated with NN methods,
and to develop sound variance estimation procedures with specifications of the conditions under
which they can be applied.
In selecting NN imputation methods, one needs to
consider accuracy, objectivity, feasibility, robustness
and simplicity. To have general utility, a selected
approach needs to be transparent and reproducible.
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